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BACKGROUND 

 
My name is Nicholas John Willis, born 25/12/1960 (age 60) of British nationality. I am Managing Director 
of Ship Valuation Consultancy Ltd, a company specialising in providing independent commercial due 
diligence, primarily to financial institutions and law firms engaged in shipping. I am also course Director 
for the ‘Certificate in Vessel Valuation’ on-line distance learning course run by the Lloyds Maritime 
Academy.  
 
I have been employed in the shipping industry since 1985. Having started in Tanker Chartering, I spent 
fifteen years as a competitive Sale and Purchase Broker conducting a wide variety of business including 
the successful conclusion of over 200 ship sales encompassing all main vessel types. While principally 
dealing with second-hand ships, I also gained substantial experience of new-building and demolition 
business along with ‘project’ work, combining ship sales with period charter and/or finance. Considerable 
valuation work for Banks, Lawyers and Owners featured throughout my career as a broker. 
 
In November 2000 I joined The London Shipping Consultancy (LSC) - then part of the Cleaves Group - as a 
commercial consultant and Valuations Manager. In addition to a large volume of both current and 
historical valuation work, I was involved in a wide spectrum of commercial consultancy projects which 
included work in fleet operations, chartering (wet and dry, voyage and timecharter), distress management 
and ship finance.  
 
In January 2003 I established Ship Valuation Consultancy Ltd (SVC) to provide specialised commercial 
consultancy and valuation services to the shipping industry. Many projects I have worked on since have 
involved in-depth research and providing expert opinion on specialised markets and have included my 
appointment as an expert witness on numerous occasions (close to 200 cases to-date).  
 
 

Employment: 
 

After graduating in 1984, I joined Howe Matheson & Co (Jardines Group) in January 1985 as a tanker 
broker before moving across to the sale and purchase department. After Jardines withdrew from ship 
broking in 1986, I briefly gained further experience with the S&P team at Braemar before joining Bright 
Cook and Co. 
 
In 1990 I was invited to be S&P Department Manager at John I Jacobs PLC where, over the next four years 
I was instrumental in re-building the sale and purchase department into a highly successful international 
broking team.  
 
In 1995, the John I Jacobs S&P team were invited to join J.E.Hyde & Co where I became Assistant Director 
and continued to conduct a wide variety of business that included new-building, second hand and 
demolition sales of most mainstream ship types. I became exclusive S&P broker to several substantial 
clients including P&O Nedlloyd. My activities also included project and finance deals and a large volume 
of valuation work involving both individual and fleet assessments for banks and more in-depth historical 
appraisals for lawyers. Other valuation work included regular instruction from the Admiralty Marshall in 
Gibraltar where the ships in question were invariably from a distressed background.  
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NICK WILLIS cont’d 

 
 
November 2000 to December 2002:  Commercial Consultant and Valuation Manager for The London 
Shipping Consultancy (LSC).   
 
January 2003 to the present day: MD of Ship Valuation Consultancy Ltd (SVC).  
 
 

 
SVC 
 
Ship Valuation Consultancy Ltd has traditionally adopted a unique approach to valuation and consultancy 
business. Unlike shipbrokers who additionally earn commissions on sale and purchase or chartering 
transactions, SVC is solely fee-based and rarely provides either valuation or consultancy services direct to 
ship owners, focusing instead on marine institutions, shipping banks and law firms. This policy removes 
the possibility for any potential conflict of interest and enables SVC to offer thorough and truly 
independent ship valuations and expert advice free of fear or favour. SVC believes its clients have come 
to recognise and depend upon the value of this impartiality.   
 
Ship Valuation Consultancy Ltd was established specifically to service the requirements of the ship finance 
and legal community. With strong ties to both commercial and technical consultants, including a network 
of independent marine and engineering surveyors based all over the world, the company has 
endeavoured to create a unique coming together of commercial and technical shipping skills particularly 
relevant in risk management, forensic ship valuations and expert witness services. SVC furthermore 
maintains an ongoing close relationship with several ship management companies enabling it to keep up-
to-date on operational and safety issues including manning and repair costs, class and flag requirements 
and regulatory developments affecting shipping.  
 
SVC strives to make its reports and valuation appraisals as thorough and accurate as possible at all times. 
The SVC database holds substantial commercial information covering all principal ship types dating from 
the early 1970’s to the present day. Whereas most brokers and consultancy companies have to rely upon 
commercial data compiled from a limited number of sources where the information circulating may be 
localised, limited, inaccurate and even, on occasion, ‘manipulated’, the fact that SVC is not a competitive 
broking house enables it to access regular support and objective reports on a daily basis from a much 
wider range of brokers, contacts and shipping sources from all over the world. As a consequence the 
scope and accuracy of the information against which specialised reports and valuation assessments are 
made is second to none.  
 
The SVC valuation service is designed to be considerably more thorough and tenacious than the product 
offered by most of its competitors. Informed and objective assessment of either current or historical ship 
values, charter/freight rates or market trends are made by studying comparable shipping transactions, by 
examining the specifications and circumstances of each individual vessel and by in-depth investigation of 
on-going market activity and trends. Consideration is also given to a vessel’s earning capability, 
background of ownership, reputation and history. Where necessary, SVC can draw from the expertise of 
specialised technical consultants to provide opinion with respect to costs and benefits of particular vessel 
features, conversions, repairs or enhancements. The SVC aim is to provide an impartial and diligent 
service that will bear close scrutiny and can be clearly supported and justified if challenged.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


